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CHAPTER 1 Changes In The Economic Structure - Pearson Education Study the satellite photograph of Mumbai, India. Identify an area on sector. Changes to different economic sectors. The economic sectors. The economy of a UK. Industrial. Post-industrial. Tertiary. (services). Secondary. Primary. Quaternary .. The age structure of the population has changed as people live longer. This. The Structure Of Industry In Britain - A Study In Economic Change . 3.3 Economic structure and city growth: specialisation or diversity? 5.4 Using dynamic shift-share to identify the evolving influence of economic structure on city . Writing some thirty years ago, in her classic study on Cities and the Wealth of . Britain's core industries, especially the production of textiles, metalwork and
The main industries like aerospace, electrical and electronic engineering, computer manufacturing, consumer goods manufacturing, the chemical, plastic and pharmaceutical were situated in the London conurbation. After the manufacturing revolution, Britain change its chief economic structure and it's now mainly concentrated on the production of services. The most important spheres of this new economy are communications, banking, insurance, finance and business service, transport, public health and education and they contribute 70.9% of the country's GDP.